Introduction
The quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) is the primary mode of variability in the tropical lower stratosphere and has been studied extensively using observations and models [e.g., Reed Associated with the tropical temperature anomalies is a meridional circulation pattern in the tropics and subtropics [Reed, 1964; Plumb and Bell, 1982] . For example, a positive vertical wind shear (increasing westerlies with increasing height) at the equator will produce a warm anomaly at the equator and a cold anomaly in the subtropics. These temperature anomalies will be damped by radiative processes in a number of weeks; thus their existence can only be maintained by a circulation pattern that produces downward motion in the tropics (adiabatic warming) and upward motion in the subtropics (adiabatic cooling). A corresponding horizontal component connects this circulation cell, producing equatorward motion aloft and poleward motion at the lower levels. This residual circulation, which maintains the QBO-induced temperature anomaly, should have a direct effect on constituent fields in the tropics.
A number of studies have examined the influence of the QBO on stratospheric constituents in the tropics, In particular, 16, 453 QBO signals in total ozone have been observed both in the tropics and extratropics for over three decades [Funk and Garnham, 1962 These measurements can be used to study the annual and interannual variability of tropical constituent fields. The purpose of this paper is to study how the QBO and seasonal cycle influence constituent transport in the tropics using both UARS observations and a simple vertical transport model. In this study we will use observations of temperature by the microwave limb sounder (MLS); methane (CI-I4), hydrogen fluoride (HF), and ozone (03) by the Halogen Occultation Experiment (HALOE), and zonal wind by the high resolution Doppler imager (HRDI). Because CI-I4 and HF are considered long-lived tracers throughout the stratosphere, their variability will be a valuable aid to better understanding transport processes in the middle and upper tropical stratosphere. Although the QBO has both meridional and vertical influences on constituent fields, this study will focus on how the QBO and annual cycle influence the vertical transport of constituents in the tropical stratosphere.
Observational Data
The UARS instrument HALOE uses a solar occultation sounding technique in the infrared to obtain vertical profiles of various constituents [Park and Russell, 1994] The temperature time series can be reconstructed using only the QBO frequency to determine the phase relationship between temperatures at different altitudes. Plate 1 shows the reconstructed data using only the 27-month Fourier component superimposed on the MLS observations. There is good overall agreement between the reconstructed time series and the observations, although the amplitude of the reconstructed field is somewhat weaker than observations. The weaker amplitude is simply a result of other time variations (e.g., annual and semiannual) in the temperature data as seen in 
QBO Transport Model
We employ a simple model of vertical transport in the tropics to better understand the UARS observations. By assuming that the tropics remain relatively isolated from the midlatitudes, , 1997] . This is particularly evident during the middle of 1994, when strong westerly shear zones appear to delay the upward propagating H20 field by up to 3 months. We also note that the apparent lack of symmetry between the QBO induced upward and downward motion is in agreement with the notion that the westefiy shear zones are stronger than the easterly shear zones.
Interannual variability in tropical ascent rates also appears to play a role in tropical constituent transport. The existence of a stronger tropical ascent rate during January is expected by the increased planetary wave activity during the northern hemisphere winter [Randel, 1992] Although this study has focused on the QBO's influence on vertical transport in the deep tropics, the influence of the QBO on meridional transport both in the tropics and subtropics can also be investigated with the UARS data. A better understanding of the annual and interannual variability of meridional and vertical transport in the tropics is important for evaluating and improving transport in global models. This work is currently ongoing and will be reported in a future paper.
Conclusions
An analysis of UARS data from 1991 through mid-1996 has been used to study the variability of long-lived tracers in the tropical stratosphere. HRDI zonal wind data reveal that during the UARS period, the equatorial QBO had an amplitude of 20 m/s and a period of about 27 months between 20 and 40 km in altitude. A corresponding temperature QBO with an amplitude of about 2 K is observed by MLS. Power spectra analysis of the zonal wind data shows the dominant QBO frequency is maximized at 27 km. Power spectra of MLS temperature data show significant amplitude in the QBO frequency between 27 and 37 km, and even larger amplitudes in the semiannual frequency between 35 and 45 km. The temperature observations indicate that below 30 km, the QBO is the dominant mode of
